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In a faraway land, Charming Princess Leya governed her lovely people in the Happy Empire. One day, her thirst for knowledge
and discovery of new lands inspired her to venture on a long journey. During her absence, an evil wizard named Moramor

advanced and captured the Happy Empire.

Help the princess overcome difficulties, banish the evil wizard and restore the empire!
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More About the Game:

- Detailed and dazzling graphics
- Visit three different worlds
- Help the story end happily

- Manage resources and test your abilities!
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Title: Happy Empire
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
AEL Entertainment
Publisher:
AEL Entertainment
Release Date: 19 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.6 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 Mb

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 307 MB available space

English
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Achievements are broken, and honestly that's the only reason I was going to play this game. Go play 12 Labours of Hercules
instead.. Graphics are GREAT! The story that this TM game is based upon is about a Happy Empire, the Empress Laya has just
returned from a voyage where she was seeking new discoveries of resources and knowledge to make the people even happier.
When she returns from her voyage she is unhappy to discover that the evil wizard Moramor has returned to create chaos even
though he has been banned from Happy Empire.

Pros:
-Great concept.
-Clear goals.
-Colorful detailed graphics. This game is nearly perfect!
-The game is bright and pleasant.
-It is very relaxing and i played it after a particularly difficult day at work.

Nice TM game!. My favorite type of game, I don't know why developers do not create more of them! I loved the
beautiful graphics except the scenery doesn't have any motion such as swimming ducks, moving waves etc. Smooth
gameplay. The graphics are very good, that's certainly a plus. There is a timed and relaxed mode. Great if you wanna
relax.. Beautiful game, it provides the perfect experience! Nice graphics and audio, but sometimes really hard to play.
i would like to see more levels soon.. I wish success to this game. The game is bright and pleasant. You don\u2019t need
to hurry up so you can relax. I wish it was longer.. OMG! Don't under ANY circumstances buy this game. Boring just
got a whole new definition.. I'm really blown away by the graphics, interesting storyline and amazing gameplay. It's
exactly what I've been looking for. Well made game overall.. Amazing! The game is very positive, beautiful and
interesting. I've never come across anything like this before, so I decided to buy it. I\u2019m enthusiastic about this
game. I would recommend it to everyone.. Achievements still don't work, bug in the tutorial (worker just stands
around).. Didn't enjoy it at all. Just seemed slow moving and boring
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Nice game!!!. I enjoyed this game, but I want other to know exactly how it runs on my Win 8 so as not to be disappointed. Not
sure if the upcoming patch fixes the issues, hope it does, I was able to finish the game, but at the end was not able to see the
final cutscene or whatever was supposed to be there as the game crashed. Again. i clicked next maybe that was the mistake.
Queueing tasks is confusing and resulted in me clicking until smth got done.
Moreover, none of the 2 available achievements worked for me, but I understand these 2 are just for test and the real
achievements are coming with the next patch; however i've finished the game and it does not make a difference for me as I am
not playing the game again just for the sake of the achievements.. Charismatic characters. It seems that this is Gandalf. Joyful
gameplay, i like this game. It's a mostly mindless casual way to burn some time. It would be a fine casual game if not for the fact
that the game has totally crashed twice in a row on me after finishing the last level. Whatever is supposed to go on, won't. It's a
bit of a shame because the starting intro is voiced and I was looking forward to hearing what would go on. Oh well.. Great game!
At first it may be difficult, but later you gain pace. However, sometimes the game does not allow you to relax, even you feel like
an expert.. It's a nice game!

Cool graphics and interesting play model. There are goals to meet in each level such as collecting food and resources,
repairing roads and bridges and constructing buildings that will allow you to achieve your goals and earn 3 gold stars.
The game itself is good.
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